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Of all Tom’s ideas, this one seemed to 
stick the longest, his brick-and-mortar 
location receiving ample foot traffic. 
Renting clothes for your kids? It might 
sound unlikely, but in the real world, 
concepts like Tom’s are popping up 
worldwide at incredible speed and 
are experiencing great success. Cars, 
bridesmaids’ dresses, formal wear 
of all kinds, baby gear, furniture and 
travel/lodging are just a few items 
consumers can now rent instead of 
buy — turning the idea of consumers 
forming noncommittal relationships 
with “things” — into a full-blown 
economy. Appropriately coined the 
“Sharing Economy,” this shift from 
full ownership to simple access, still 
only in its infancy, has already made 
a huge impact on the global economy. 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, which 
valued the global sharing economy at 
about $15 billion in 2014, predicts the 
industry will grow to $335 billion 
by 2025.1

What’s clear already is that this 
movement, which enables consumers 
to make short-term purchases of 
everything but the kitchen sink (though 
that’s probably coming), is changing the 
way people think about material goods. 

a particularly hilarious episode 
of the TV comedy “Parks and 
Recreation,” relentless, yet 
often failed entrepreneur Tom 
Haverford (played by Aziz Ansari) 
presented his latest venture to 
co-workers: 

“Are you tired of 
watching your middle-
school age children 
grow out of the nice 
clothes you buy for 
them? Then rent them! 
From Rent-A-Swag.  
I own it. You rent it.  
You wear it.  
You clean it.  
You return it.  
I get rich.” 1

Products are now being considered 
for their utility and immediate value 
rather than for how much they sparkle 
(but sit stagnant) in the corner of the 
room or closet. As Jennifer Hyman, CEO 
of Rent the Runway, explained recently 
on a “Recode Decode” podcast, the 
world we used to live in accepted that 
everything we purchased we owned 
for the rest of our lives, but that’s an 
outdated concept. “All that Rent the 
Runway has really done is opened 
up the technology and logistics to 
make it possible to have the customer 
decide how long she needs an article 
of clothing for,” pointing out that 50 
percent of the clothes in a woman’s 
closet are things she’s only worn two 
or three times. “Rental is a substitution 
for that 50 percent at a much lower 
price, so either they save that money or 
use it on other things, like paying for 
school or food or other things that are 
important.”

Of course, this new “sharing” mentality 
requires a different perspective on 
payments. “There are unique issues 
that you don’t have with typical ‘buy 
it, own it’ transactions,” says Scott 
Mackay, Vice President of Digital 
Commerce Solutions at First Data. 
From a larger merchant standpoint, 
with ride-share companies like Uber 
and Lyft or home-share companies 
like VRBO and Airbnb, the focus is on 
building payment solutions that work 
on a “follow-me” system, tracking 
consumers as they move from one 
shared area to another. He notes that 
this is where the Universal Commerce 
concept, or uCom, comes into play. 
uCom encompasses multiple types 
of payments, as well as multiple 
merchants and interfaces, and works 
to bring them into alignment — making 
the consumer experience as frictionless 
as possible.

“It’s a consumer’s world, and we’re 
trying to take limitations away from 
the consumer and create optionality,” 
Mackay explains. “It’s about letting 
them pay with their bank account 
via ACH, PayPal®, Visa®, MasterCard®, 
Amex®,  Discover®, Apple Pay®, Samsung 
Pay®, whatever they want, with one 
device. This drives merchants to offer 
loyalty discounting to the consumer, to 
create desired consumer behavior. With 
analytics, and understanding what, 

how, when and why the consumers 
are doing things, merchants can serve 
them in a better way. Ultimately, the 
consumer reaps the rewards.”

ConnectPay
SM

, developed by TeleCheck®, 
is part of the uCom ecosystem and 
enables merchants to set up recurring 
payments directly out of a customer’s 
bank account via ACH. Creating this 
option was important, says Charles 
McGinnis, First Data Director, TeleCheck 
Product, who helped develop the 
product. “Almost every sharing-based 
app out there requires consumers to 
put their payment information on 
file. With ConnectPay, they don’t have 
to have a credit card or debit card 
anymore to do that. It offers a fast, easy 
way to link to their bank account.”

He adds that ConnectPay also helps 
support the “trust” element that’s so 
important to the success of these new 
business models. “While consumers, 
whether they’re the ones renting or 
sharing, are getting used to inputting 
more information in order to enjoy 
the benefits of sharing, managing the 
security of that data can be a huge 
burden to merchants. ConnectPay has 
the power of First Data on the back end 
to safely store and protect the data.”
 
The growing success of the sharing 
economy is even driving major 
corporations like Ford to tap into 

It’s about letting 
them pay with 

their ACH 
bank account, 

PayPal, Visa, 
MasterCard, 

Amex,  
Discover, 

ApplePay, 
SamsungPay, 

whatever  
they want,  

with one device.
SCOTT MACKAY 

FIRST DATA 
VP, DIGITAL COMMERCE SOLUTIONS
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Gift cards are the perfect way  
to connect with consumers, 

employees, and B2B partners. 
First Data’s Gift Solutions can 

help you create, build and manage 
a complete gift card program.

Reach. 
Reward. 

Recognize. 
Incentivize. 

Brand.

To learn more, contact us at giftsolutions@firstdata.com
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Sidebar

The shift to a sharing economy is 
not only being adopted across a 
wide range of industries, it’s also 
being explored within communities. 
Cities like London, Sacramento 
and Berlin, along with smaller 
towns like Hillsboro, Oregon, and 
Reading, Massachusetts, have all 
established a “Library of Things,” 
where members purchase items 
together — from lawn mowers and 
sewing machines to bounce houses 
and boats — and arrange for them 
to be checked out on loan through 
the local library.   
 
Of course, this movement is 
spinning off new businesses like 
myTurn.com, which provides a 
platform that helps people create 
their own lending systems. Gene 
Homicki, the co-founder and CEO, 
explained in a blog recently that: 
“The most successful Libraries of 
Things do more than just lend items; 
they also create a strong sense of 
community.” His vision with myTurn 
is to take the movement one step 
further by linking libraries together 
on the same platform. “We’re helping 
build a future in which anywhere 
you live, anywhere you work and 
anywhere you travel, you’ll be able to 
access what you want and need at a 
Library of Things in our network.”

The Library 
of the Future

the opportunities it offers. The car 
manufacturer recently acquired Chariot, 
an Uber®-like van service. This created 
the need to expand its “connected 
car” strategy to incorporate “consumer 
in motion” engagement, not only 
connecting consumers when they are 
in their vehicle, but facilitating the 
process of getting them from 
point A to point B. 

Marianne Johnson, Global Head of 
Product and Innovation at First Data, 
explains that her team is helping 
to do that. “[Ford] is still focused on 
further developing the connected car, 
but it’s bigger than that now. From the 
connected car, we’re looking at solutions 
to help consumers transition to a transit 
authority where they take a bus to the 
city, then grab a bike share, and after 
that, they need to utilize a service 
like Chariot.”

She says that when First Data met with 
Ford, it quickly became apparent they 
were the perfect partner. “As a global 
company, Ford wanted to take the 
experience beyond just the U.S. “We are 
the only platform with the scale and the 
partnerships to do that for them.  

Our payment technologies will 
facilitate whatever the consumers 
are using their connected car for, 
regardless of where the car is or what 
currency is being used.”

What may be most interesting 
about the sharing economy is that 
it is turning everyday consumers 
— the ones who are sharing their 
homes, bikes and cars — into instant 
microsized merchants. And this new 
merchant, Mackay is quick to point out, 
is just as important to First Data as its 
biggest customers. “We now have to 
explore solutions that can work more 
on an individual consumer level. We 
have to create super simple transaction 
processes or people won’t use them.”

Mackay added that he believes the 
trend will continue moving down 
market to individuals as they begin 
their own microbusinesses. “This new 
sharing economy is creating entirely 
new business models, and payments 
can be very complex — there are 
individual payments, split payments 
and international payments to 
consider, along with a host of unique 
scenarios. We’re innovating.” ^

We have to create super 
simple transaction 
processes, or people 
won’t use them.
Scott Mackay 
FIRST DATA - Vice President of 
Digital Commerce Solutions
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